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Abstract 

In the study of webpage information hiding many techniques, methods, algorithms were introduced. Latest concept is inserting 

special blank character in the spaces between words of a cover text in webpage. This is based on the idea of implying secret data, 

with blank character codes. Existing systems tried to improve security and imperceptibility of data hiding by applying different 

schemes. Here, a modified data hiding method is proposed which improves performance in terms of capacity of data embedding. 

The concept uses some special codes available in HTML which are equal to ASCII space code 20 that appears as white spaces.  

Based on this specialty of HTML, multiplication property is chosen and it is applied to fixed number of space codes. From the 

generated multiplication table, select code corresponding to a group of secret bits and then embed in the spaces between words. 

A normal user cannot find anything suspicious in webpage, but actual receiver can extract data without loss.   

Keywords: Multiplication property, HTML, Data hiding, Special space codes, Secret communication 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Covert communication is transferring secret information by hiding it in a cover media such as image, audio, video, text, without 

changing their appearance. The process of hiding information is as follows. Data that a user wishes to communicate with another 

party is the secret message, which embeds in the pre-selected cover object using some special algorithm. Output of this process is 

termed as stego-media (stego-image, stego-text, and stego-audio). A stego key is there to control that particular secret 

communication. Receiver is the only person who knows stego key and he/she has privilege to extract secret information from 

stego-object. Due to large amount of available bandwidth in web based communication, nowadays web pages became the 

research area of data hiding and secret communication. HTML, Hypertext Markup Language is one of the scripting tools used in 

web development. The secret information is embedding in HTML page and it produces a stego-html page. It becomes part of a 

website and for a normal user, when browsing cannot find anything suspicious in the web page. Because html is so flexible to 

store information by its different properties and that will not change appearance of web page.  

There are different methods and algorithms are introduced in the area of web page information hiding in previous years. All of 

those are based on property of html tags. Changing letters to upper-case and lower-case in a tag, altering the order of attributes in 

tag, embedding extra spaces in tag are basic classification in tag based information hiding of html page. Method of changing 

state of Markup letters to upper-case and lower-case [3] can hide large number of secret bits inside the web page. Here, case of 

letter indicates secret bit implied in it. Upper-case letters as bit “1” and lower-case letters as bit “0”. For this simple concept there 

are several advantages but for an intruder it is very easy to understand the secret message. Hiding information by rearranging 

attributes in html tag [4] is an efficient method. Order of attributes represents sequence of secret bits. Third concept using html 

tag is inserting white spaces at the end of each lines .In which white space indicate bt”0” and tab indicates “1”. Its drawbacks 

lead us to more efficient techniques because this method lengthen the size of web page and when deleting extra spaces in web 

page hidden message will lost. 

 A latest and another class of web page data hiding is by using special space code characters available in html. Here data 

embeds in the content or text in the web page, instead of altering attributes. Spaces in between words are key holes to hide 

information. Lee and Tsai proposed a basic algorithm [1] based on this concept. In that message bits are split into groups, each 

group contains three bits. For each group there is a pre-defined blank character code, which is inserted in spaces of cover text. 

Cartesian product scheme [2] is an extension to the Lee and Tsai‟s method. This technique increases possible coding 

combinations by taking Cartesian product of special space codes. In this proposal an enhanced, simple and secure method is 
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introduced this is by applying multiplication property to space code table. Indices of space code table and corresponding code 

together enlarge data embedding capacity, which is greater than previous technique.  

II. BACKGROUND STUDY 

 HTML Characteristics: A.

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is used for creating and virtually representing webpage and transfer information as 

hypertext files through internet. It describes the structure and the semantic content of a web document. HTML supports visual 

images and other medias also. Content in a webpage is tagged with HTML elements such as <img>, <title>, <div>, <p> and so 

forth. These are the building blocks of webpage. Characters are specified using some coding systems that are applicable to 

HTML. There are several codes which are visible as white space in browser window. Two kinds of blank characters are found in 

html, Normal space and Non-breaking space. The numeric character representation of these two classes of blank characters 

appears as ordinary space in web page. Html also defines character entity references. Table I summarizes two types of space 

codes available in Html. 
Table-1:  

Blank Character Representations in HTML 

 

 Related Work: B.

Chou, Huang and Liao presented a data hiding scheme, in which replace the space between words by using special blank code. 

i.e. one space in between two words replaced by a special space code. First consider a fixed number of blank character codes 

available in html. The idea is pair the selected blank character codes to conceal secret information, in cover text. Before that 

English cover article split into multiple segments, which is according to a value „k‟. That means each segment contain k white 

spaces. They adopted Cartesian product scheme to pair to pair the selected blank codes to imply secret data. Let &#9;, &#x20;, 

&#32; are considered space  codes. Pairing of these codes are done by applying Cartesian product calculation according to value 

„k‟. If k=2 the Cartesian product of above codes will be as shown in Table II. 

Table-2: 

Pairing of Space Codes using Cartesian Product 
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  For hiding secret using above code pairs take α number of bits (eg: 1010) from binary secret message using equation (1). 

Convert 1010 to decimal value i.e. „6‟.     

        
   ……………………………………….. (1) 

Then select code pair corresponding to the value 6 from table which is &#x20; &#32; insert this code pair in white spaces of 

textual segments. Eg: “This&#x20;example&#32.”. It will continue for every textual segment until all the secret bits are hidden. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In Cartesian product scheme it is required to segment the cover text into several on-overlapping segments. So for hiding a 

particular group of secret bits in the form of space codes the user need k spaces. It is clear that for implying a group of bits 

Cartesian product scheme takes k space codes. So a lengthy cover text requirement is there for hiding small amount of binary 

bits. This can be simplifying by using some technique to reduce the number of required space and blank codes to one, for 

implying a group of secret bits. 

In this paper a new method is explained by taking multiplication property as base. A simplified scheme with enhanced 

capacity reduce requirement of lengthy cover text. This information hiding method is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1: The Proposed Method of Information Hiding in HTML Page 

 Proposed Work: A.

In this scenario, consider a fixed number of special space codes and arrange it in a table with indices. Table III shows an example 

of 10 space codes. Let N denote the index of each space code in table, and k a random value. These two values are required to 

create a virtual multiplication table including space codes up to N with k times.    

The process can be explained with an example; “HAI” is the secret message to be hiding. “This is a test about space code in 

HTML” be the cover article. Let the encrypted form of secret message is “010010000100001001001001”. Now these bits need to 

convert to a decimal value. For that binary bits have to group according to a value. Here, the length of secret bits (i.e., denoted as 

α) taken for conversion for every textual segment is determined by, 

  ⌊       ⌋……………………………………….. (2) 

For NC=5 and k=2 the virtual multiplication table can be constructed by taking first 5 space codes from table and repeat the 

same codes 2 times. Table IV shows the multiplication table for above mentioned values. 
Table-3:  

Fixed space code table 
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Table-4:   
Multiplication Table for Space Codes For k=2, N=5 

 
For converting binary data to decimal, the cipher text groups according to the value of α (here, 3). 010  010 000 100 001 001 

001 001, for first three bits decimal value „P‟ is 2. P is needed to encode with one of the space code.  So select the space code 

corresponding to index 2, which is &#9; from Multiplication table and then replace blank character in the cover text. Another list 

is maintained here by updating it with column number of multiplication table corresponding to each „P‟ value. For P=2, column  

number is „0‟, at receiver side values in completed list is used for reverse calculation. Then the stego text for this example: 

This&#9;is&#9;a&#XA0;test&#32;about&nbsp;space&nbsp;code&nbsp;in&nbsp; HTML. An html page will be created after 

including the stego text into and will become a web page. As all the above codes are appearing as white space in web browser, 

stego text will appear as an ordinary text. Normal user cannot find any suspicious activity in that page.   

 Algorithm: B.

 Input: The cover HTML with English article and secret message 

 Output: A stego HTML webpage 

1) Step 1: Encrypt secret message as cipher text by using commonly used encryption algorithm. 

2) Step 2: Convert α bits (referring to Eq. 2) of cipher text into decimal value 

3) Step 3:  Find space code for decimal value using the equation, C=P%N …………………………. (3) 

4) Step 4:  Update column number list by, i= (P-1)/N…………………………………………………….. (4) 

5) Step 5: Replace blank character in a textual segment by using special blank code to the converted decimal value 

6) Step 6: Repeat Steps 2-5 for every textual segment to conceal secret. 

7) Step 7: Output stego HTML webpage after all of secret data have been embedded 

Eq.3 and Eq.4 in algorithm allows system to easily find codes and values from Table III, without physically creating 

multiplication table, but by virtually using the concept of Multiplication table. Equations are using to reduce effort at receiver 

side during data extraction. In Eq.3, „C‟ is the code corresponding to decimal value P and in Eq. 4, „i‟ is the column index 

corresponding to code C in virtual multiplication table.   Share values of NC, k, and Column number list with actual receiver 

through a mailing system. When applying these keys receiver can easily extract secret message from stego-HTML page using the 

reverse process of data embedding.  

Receiver has to separate article and space codes from stego html page. Codes are then converted to decimal value which is the 

index of code in virtual multiplication table. That can be calculating using pre-shared information. 

P=SC+i*N……………………………………….  (5) 

SC is index of code in fixed space code table, and „i‟ is the array value of column index array. Take decimal value of each 

space code then convert to α (Eq.2) number of binary bits. Output will be in encrypted format, the original secret message will be 

obtained by decrypting the extracted binary secret data. 

 Encryption/Decryption: C.

To improve the security of embedded message, data will encrypt by RC4 encryption algorithm [5][6]. It is a symmetric key, 

variable key size stream cipher algorithm. RC4 cipher consists of two parts: a) The Key Scheduling Algorithm (KSA), and b) 

The Pseudo Random Generation Algorithm (PRGA). The KSA takes a neatly arranged array of 256 elements (bytes containing 

values 0, 1, 2, ..., 255 in this order), and then uses a variable length secret key to make the array into a pseudo-random order. 

Once the KSA has finished, the array is supposed randomly arranged. After the KSA, the PRGA part starts and this part outputs 

one byte at a time. In this step algorithm generates a key stream of the size of the message to encrypt. This algorithm enables to 

generate a key stream of any size. Once the key stream has been generated, the encryption of the plaintext is easy: it simply 

consists of a XOR between the plaintext and the generated key stream. Data embedding algorithm of proposed system handles 

output of this process and hide in html page content. Decryption is just opposite to encryption, XOR cipher text with key stream 

and output will be plain text. 
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IV. RESULT & DISCUSSION 

 
Fig.2. (b) Stego-HTML page in browser 

 
Fig.2. (A) Source Code of Stego-HTML Page 

Data hiding in html page content using special space codes is applicable to any web browser, because in all browsers special 

space codes in between words of cover text will not make any effect. The html page after embedded secret message cannot 

destruct, the reason is that html page content after published in internet cannot modify by a normal user. Figure 2 is a 

demonstration of special blank characters embedded in a text and its appearance in web browser. An html page with content is 

shown in Fig.2. (a), it is stego-text seen in the Google chrome browser window. Fig.2. (b) is the source code of stego-html page, 

in which space codes are embedded in English article.  

The method based on special space codes by Lee and Tsai takes three bits in a group for hiding, so large number of spaces 

needs to embed small amount of data. That indicates requirement of a lengthy cover text. Data hiding by taking Cartesian 

product of space codes have good capacity than previous one, but it takes more number of spaces to hide single group of secret 

bits. The proposed multiplication method has enlarged capacity and it is easy to implement when compared to Cartesian product 

scheme. When using multiplication property, α number of bits can be the entire secret message and it is able to embed that 

complete bits even in one space according to high value of k. But for the same value of k in Cartesian product method it requires 

k spaces to embed α number of bits. So the new scheme can provide high bandwidth in secret communication than previous 

technique, and it does not require segmentation of cover article that makes system simple.    

V. CONCLUSION 

Web page information hiding is now a wide research area, as it can provide high capacity and good security covert 

communication through html file have great acceptance. Several properties of hypertext markup language is using for embedding 

secret message in html page. In this paper Special space codes available in html is using by applying multiplication property to it. 

A multiplication table generates including space codes with its indices and secret data bits are made in the form of index of 

multiplication table, therefore system can take corresponding blank character code for implying secret message. The existing 

systems also use space codes for representing data, with different techniques applicable to html page. The main disadvantages of 

those methods are poor data embedding capacity and requirement of a lengthy cover article. New one proposes an algorithm 

which hides data in less number of spaces, therefore large amount of secret bits embedded in available spaces between words of 

cover article. Also implementation of the system is easy than existing systems that is English text chosen for data hiding doesn‟t 

need any pre-processing before embedding secret information. Compared to previous techniques the proposed multiplication 

property scheme can effectively reduce transmission risk and can provide the high band width for data tranmission.   
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